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Training the Versatile Hunting Dog
Sporting Dog and Retriever Training - The Wildrose Way
"What does Paul Long say about it?" is the question often asked by most serious trainers. Recently
revised with new photographs and format, Training Pointing Dogs highlights the sage guidance of this
master dog trainer. In simple question-and-answer format, Long answers the questions most asked by
trainers, professional and amateur alike.Should I try to train my dog myself? Do I need to use a
whistle? How do I deal with a dog who sulks after correction? When should I breed my male dog? How do I
stop my dog from barking at night without cause? What should I do if my dog will point a dead bird but
not pick up and retrieve it?Paul Long's answers to these questions are practical and filled with a good
sense and subtle, wry humor of a wily veteran. His answer to the last question above is a delightful
example: "Retrieving is a pretty sight and desirable. Elsewhere in the book you will find suggestions
for encouraging your dog to retrieve. But if you have no success, remember that it is a rare sight to
see a man point a bird. However, many men have a back strong enough to lean down and pick up a bird that
a dog has located and pointed dead." (6 X 9, 112 pages, b&w photos)
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British Training for American Retrievers
Expert instructions in the training method of Delmar Smith, winner of ten national championships, are
supplmented with photographs of the fine points and problem situations

Positive Gun Dogs: Clicker Training for Sports Breeds
A guide to training a hunting dog from puppyhood focuses on five key concepts and addresses topics
ranging from communicating with the animal to preparing it to encounter any game, terrain, and
destination.

Retrieving for All Occasions
The Loved Dog
The 10-minute Retriever
Ten experts describe their approaches to grooming pointers, retrievers, versatiles, and spaniels for the
field

Tom Dokken's Retriever Training
Professional Gundog Training
An essential reference and a personal introduction to the most experienced trainers in the field.

The Training and Care of the Versatile Hunting Dog
This is a revised and expanded second edition.
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Absolutely Positively Gundog Training
Discusses the selection and housing of a hunting dog and supplies practical guidance on training a dog
for hunting

Expert Advice on Gun Dog Training
Retrievers are the most popular dog breed in America and Tom Dokken is the most respected name in the
retriever training field. Using proven tips, readers can field train their dog in just minutes a day and
bring new levels of fun and excitement to the hunt. Dogs will love the challenge and owners will marvel
at the quick results.

Retriever Training
Gun Dog Training
Training Your Pointing Dog for Hunting and Home tells how to develop an obedient gun dog that is also an
affectionate family companion, with training schedules and advice on everything from handling a newborn
pup to teaching advanced field techniques and finely tuned pointing manners. The book presents a
simplified, commonsense approach that can be used in its entirety or to troubleshoot individual aspects
of your dog's education. Explained is the importance of early obedience training and appropriate
transition to the field, including tips for retrieving, quartering, sight pointing, and bird work. With
proper care and handling, you can cultivate your pup's natural aptitudes and achieve a rewarding
relationship with a healthy, happy gun dog. About the Author: Richard Weaver is a professional dog
trainer and breeder who lives with his English setters in Chambersburg, Pennsylvania. SELLING POINTS:
Tells how to choose the right breed for your personality and hunting and includes training tips for
housebreaking and basic living commands Techniques for introducing the gun, achieving staunchness on
point, and advanced field quartering and retrieving Preventing problem behaviors of deer chasing,
blinking, gun shyness, hardmouth, short stopping 50 colour photos

Gun Dog
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This classic, practical book on bird dog training is now updated and expanded with material on the
latest field-training equipment and live-game training techniques with released quail and recall pens. A
useful chapter on the services and guidance offered by organizations for owners, amateur trainers, and
those who wish to participate in field trials and other bird dog competitions is also included. The
Complete Guide to Bird Dog Training covers all pointing and flushing breeds, and also offers sensible
approaches to buying a dog, bringing up a pup, yard and field training, and equipment. In addition, the
helpful appendices list recommended books and periodicals, other literature, breed registries,
organizations, and suppliers of equipment and accessories to help bird dog owners with all of their
training needs. Complete with dozens of instructional photographs throughout, The Complete Guide to Bird
Dog Training is a gem of a book that any serious new or veteran owner or trainer of bird dogs should get
their hands on.

Awesome Obedience
Building a Grouse Dog: From Puppy to Polished Performer by Craig Doherty, is the most comprehensive, howto manual there is for taking an eight-week-old little squirmer of any pointing breed and turning him or
her into that most coveted game bird finder there is: a finished grouse dog. Unlike many general
pointing-dog training books, this one concentrates on one species – the ruffed grouse. Grouse are
notorious for their caginess, their wariness, and their difficulty in being pinned down so a hunter can
get close enough to flush and shoot. It takes a dog that has been trained nearly from birth to handle
that task, and no one knows how to do it better than Craig Doherty. Craig was the driving force behind
Field Trial Magazine, is a columnist for The Pointing Dog Journal, regularly competes in grouse trials
throughout the Northeast, professionally trains grouse dogs for clients from all over the country, and –
this is important – guides grouse hunters using his own dogs trained in his outstanding methods;
important because paying clients need results, and those results can only come by following dogs that
know the game. A number of how-to training books tell you what to do from beginning to end; but if you
have started your own training, run into problems, and consult the literature, many times you’ll find
that the advice is something along the lines of, “Well, you messed up because you didn’t do X, Y, and Z.
Remember that so you won’t ruin your next dog.” Not Craig – if you have run into a snag with your
current dog, Craig tells you what to do to get past it and on with the dog’s completed training. So if
your aim, your goal, is to own and hunt behind a finished grouse dog that knows what’s what in the
coverts, Building a Grouse Dog is the best guide you’ll ever have.
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How to Help Gun Dogs Train Themselves
This time-proven guide by legendary trainer Richard A. Wolters offers a step-by-step method for
completely training your dog. It is the first book for the upland bird hunter that teaches the hunting
commands with the use of training tools, making training easier for you and your dog. Written with
scientific information on the mental development of a dog, Gun Dog shows the complete training
procedures step by step in picture sequences. It will show you how to achieve every hunter's ideal: an
animal that will double as a disciplined hunting dog and beloved family pet.

Training Bird Dogs with Ronnie Smith Kennels
The Pet Gundog has been written for all those dog owners, who like me, have a gundog breed sharing their
home. Introducing you to the psychology of the dog, common sense behaviour advice is given on how to
achieve harmony in your mixed-species pack. Basic training and good manners are covered, after all, who
wants to live with a bolshie, bad mannered gundog? A toe-dipping foray into the world of shooting gives
you an insight into what your dog has been bred for. The book then covers how to exploit your gundog's
innate behaviour so that walks become a pleasure, your home stays intact and you have a happy, contented
and fulfilled pet gundog. "This is one of the most refreshing books on dog training that I have read for
many years. This is a book about practical training with an immense and clear description of the
underlying behaviour within our pet dogs and how we can utilise those intrinsic drives to enhance the
training of our dogs. This book should be a prerequisite for dog owners to read - is not just of use for
those who own Gundog breeds, but for all dog owners. The author has an informal and empathetic style of
writing that leaves the reader not only with factual, common sense good solid dog training, but amusing
anecdotes and helpful explanations throughout which results in leaving the reader feeling as if they
know the author personally. So good do I believe this book to be, I recommended it to numerous clients
before its publication!" Ross McCarthy MBIPDT MCFBA "Lez is a treasure trove of common-sense and
practical methods for training all breeds of dogs - it's the best book of the year" Colin C Tennant
Chairman of the Canine & Feline Behaviour Association http: //www.thepetgundog.co.uk

The Hunting Dog Training Bible
Do You Have A Hunting Dog? Training a hunting dog can be hard. I get it. I've trained dozens of them. I
have packed my years of experience in this book which includes: The A-Z training guide no questions
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asked Dealing with the "difficult" one Top mistakes owners make and how to avoid them Click Add To Cart
Now!

The Ultimate Guide to Bird Dog Training
Retriever Puppy Training presents a program of basic training that will turn young retrievers into
efficient and enthusiastic hunting companions. A step-by-step teaching schedule provides the continuity
so important to fostering a puppy’s confidence. A favorite with people starting out with their first
retriever or those who want to raise a hunting companion from puppyhood, the program is equally
effective with young dogs starting beyond that age. Experienced handlers and those planning to trial or
hunt test their dogs will also find it helpful.This dog training book covers puppy selection, puppy
personality types, basic housedog manners, and a progressive retriever training program that includes
water retrieves, blinds, and marks. When your pup has completed this program, he will be ready to hunt.
You will have worked out of all the excuses that retrievers try to use, and you will have a wellmannered companion. Completely revised in 2010. TRAIN YOUR YOUNG RETRIEVER TO BE AN ENTHUSIASTIC HUNTER!
• How to work with your retriever puppy’s unique personality • Correlate dog training to your pup’s
mental and physical development • Train your dog with lessons that are thorough and effective • Teach
obedience and house manners simultaneously with fieldwork Cherylon Loveland trains both hunting and
field trial dogs at her Colorado training kennel, Hunt-Field, including dogs that were finalists at
National Championship stakes, Derby dogs, dogs that have earned FC/AFC titles, Hunt Test qualifiers, and
Master Hunters. Clarice Rutherford was a Labrador Retriever breeder and trainer for sixteen years. She
is the author/coauthor of four books, including the popular best seller, How to Raise a Puppy You Can
Live With. Note from Dogwise Publishing: Please be aware that this older title may recommend some
training techniques that are now considered outdated. At the time of publication the use of negative
reinforcement and positive punishment were more widely used to teach certain types of behaviors,
especially with dogs who display a high degree of resilience. We encourage owners to always use the
least intrusive, minimally aversive methods possible. https://m.iaabc.org/about/positionstatements/lima/

Gun-Dog Training Pointing Dogs
In the Bag! offers a fresh approach to gundog training for beginners and seasoned trainers alike. It
contains sound advice on the selection of your Labrador Retriever and valuable information regarding his
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care and management from puppy to veteran. It gives step-by-step guidance on his training and how to
make smooth progress towards the finished article: a Labrador that is a pleasure in the home as well as
in the field, and a reliable shooting companion who puts game in the bag. Margaret Allen has been
successfully training, trialling, breeding and showing Labradors since 1964. Trying to understand the
workings of the canine mind has always held a fascination for Margaret and she believes that in order to
train your dog successfully, you should make it your chief objective to find out what makes him tick. In
this book, you will learn how your dog thinks, reacts and learns. Armed with this knowledge, training
should proceed with a minimum of setbacks. Our working Labrador has been bred for generations to
retrieve game - it is in his blood. Through selective breeding, dogs have been produced which are kindly
and willing to please. It should not, therefore, be hard work to make him into a Gundog. It should be
fun! This book will help you make it so. A fresh approach to gundog training for beginners and seasoned
trainers alike, which explains how to train your Labrador so that he is a pleasure to work with and an
asset in the field. Contains sound advice on the selection of your Labrador and valuable information on
care and management from puppy to veteran. Fully illustrated with 90 colour photographs. Margaret Allen
has been successfully training, trialling, breeding and showing Labradors since 1964 and her dogs have
been featured in various shooting magazines.

Gun-Dog Training Spaniels and Retrievers
This is a unique field dog training program and guide for hunters, field trial enthusiasts, and dog
owners preparing their dogs for hunt tests who reside cities and towns. This step-by-step book helps the
urban trainer, constrained by the city environment, to turn an untrained puppy into a highly polished
hunting retriever. It offers an extremely unique and detailed program for obedience training in addition
to a solid approach for field training. The book contains color photographs of dogs in action, and
drawings designed to assist the novice or experienced dog trainer with field exercises. It identifies
training locations in and around cities, how to schedule dog training sessions, house training
techniques, urban socialization approaches, how to find flushing dog clubs, exercises and drills for
indoor training during inclement weather, how to select professional trainers, valuable insight as to
how flushing dog hunting tests and field trials are run, and superb handling guidance for a variety of
upland game birds and waterfowl.

How to Help Gun Dogs Train Themselves
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Covers various aspects of gundog training from choosing a suitable puppy to beating and picking up on a
shoot. This book examines how to choose the right dog, praise and punishment, puppy training and
character-building, basic procedures in the early days, and following a scent trail. It is suitable for
gundog owners and trainers.

Wing & Shot, Gun Dog Training
With Absolutely Positively Gundog Training, Milner has taken the latest scientific research into how
dogs learn and combined it with his own vast experience and commonsense training methods. The result is
an approach that is as effective as it is easy. For the hunter who wants a calm, steady, and obedient
retriever, there's no better training method. This book provides everything needed for you to turn out a
sporting dog that excels at life. Whether you want your dog to be a gundog, a water dog, a shed dog, an
upland dog, a deer tracker or a fishing companion, this book charts the course Every other page
exclaims, "That makes perfect sense." Milner debunks a number of groundless myths and counter-productive
training practices that proliferate in today's sporting dog culture. A big divide exists today in the
gundog sector in America. The opposing views are tradition-based compulsion training versus the sciencebased positive training model derived from B.F. Skinner's operant conditioning theory. Robert Milner's
new book bridges that gap. Milner brings to the table vast experience in both training methods. He has
trained over two thousand gundogs with traditional compulsion and has trained several hundred gundogs
with a positive training model. He pronounces the positive model a definitive winner. His new book
covers all the bases for a beginning gundog trainer. Milner covers the dog's history and domestication
as it relates to training. He shows you how the dog perceives the world, how the dog communicates, and
how he learns. Big surprises await some readers. Milner cites many examples of recent dog research that
upend traditional training theories. This book gives the reader a simple roadmap to success in producing
a gundog that is extremely well-mannered, a persistent hunter and very responsive on whistle stops and
hand signals. The simplicity of the training model will be a pleasant surprise to many new trainers.
Most importantly, Milner's training model is fun for the trainer and the dog.

Training the Pointing Labrador
Eric Begbie has been an ardent waterfowler for over 40 years and has trained retrievers for most of that
period. His Gundog Training Broadsheets (also published by Lulu as "Gundog Training Made Easy") received
worldwide acclaim.This new book updates the lessons from the Broadsheets, specially adapted for the duck
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and goose hunter, and combines them with a wealth of additional material, some highly evocative
wildfowling tales and an excellent selection of photographs. A fabulous book for everyone who wants to
train a retriever or other breed for use when duck and goose hunting.

Problem Gun Dogs
This is more than a training book aimed at the first time owner. According to Bill Tarrant, Field and
Stream magazine's gun dog editor, Bailey's book is a stand-up, self-propelling training and dog
behaviour book that emphasises the first days of a pup's life in effective training.. In addition,
Outdoor Life magazine's hunting dog editor Larry Mueller says, Hopefully Joan's insight into the dog's
first year will at last clarify this important subject. The timely thrust of this book is how to
accomplish the amazing things that can be done ONLY while the dog is but a baby. If you have a pup,
don't put this book aside to read later..

Building a Grouse Dog
The perfect book for both beginning and experienced bird dog trainers.

Retriever Puppy Training
Aimed at owners of retrievers who wish to train their dogs as gun dogs, but also at any reader
interested in the correct choice and education of a puppy. The book contains the advice of 12 top
trainers and a progressive training programme as well as advice on the initial selection of a puppy.

In the Bag!
How to train the retriever for hunting on land or water.

How to Have the Best Trained Gun Dog
Outlines 10-minute daily training sessions tailored specifically to a retriever's attention span,
counseling beginner-level owners on such topics as force fetching, field tests and the humane use of
electric collars, in a volume complemented by true stories and breed-specific adaptations.
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The Pet Gundog
The core of your training and your ultimate performance rests on engagement - on having a dog that wants
- demands to work with you. This book is about building that relationship through reinforcement,
motivation, and clear criteria.

Water Dog
A Hollywood dog trainer explains how to use nonviolent, wolf-inspired methods in order to bond with and
train canine companions, in a guide that reveals how to employ play-based techniques that elicit
desirable dog behaviors.

Training Pointing Dogs
Gundog Training is written by a practicing professional. Chapters cover breeds, choice of puppy, and all
phases of training, water work, shooting days, and field trials.

Working Gundogs
Reveals the techniques and skills of the professional gundog trainers Informative and invaluable
instruction for all gundog owners This book, the long-awaited new gundog training book from best-selling
author Joe Irving, reveals the techniques professional trainers use so the average gundog owner can
apply them in his or her own training program. Set out in an easily-accessible A-Z format, this book, at
times controversial, will open the world of field trials to a wider public while giving invaluable
information to every gundog owner.

Urban Gun Dogs
With its combination of informative instruction and beautiful photography, this is the only training
book you'll need to raise a great dog for home and field. Ronnie Smith Kennels provides trainers,
owners, and dog handlers with the most refined, developed, and proven methodology for training a
pointing dog. The Smith family has spent two generations working thousands of dogs through a stair-step
method of replicable techniques that result in a bird dog that is well adjusted, confident, and driven
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to fulfill its potential. Training Bird Dogs with Ronnie Smith Kennels shares that tradition of
excellence and insight with a broader public. A great bird dog is a combination of great genetics,
optimal exposure to game, and proven training. This book provides clear, concise lessons that enable
owners and trainers to see their dogs as individuals and maximize those individual talents. Yet the
lessons go deeper too, illuminating frequent mistakes and the process for correcting them. Written with
a keen understanding of how owners go astray, this book allows even a first-time owner the opportunity
to work through the phases of training a bird dog. From developing a confident puppy to introducing live
birds, this book is an essential reference for both bird dogs and their owners.

Training Your Pointing Dog for Hunting and Home
Do you have a gun dog and want to have a great time working with your dog and perhaps enter a field
trial? Do you want to find a training method where your dog has just as much fun as you do? Do you want
to learn how to combine reward based training and field trial training? If so, this is the book for you.
Retrieving for All Occasions is an accessible and inspiring book about how you can use the reward based
training philosophy in your gun dog training. The book describes an approach to gun dog training that
will challenge you to try something new – if you have the desire and will to do so. This book includes
over 100 exercises to train a talented spaniel or retriever. The exercises are for introductory field
trial classes for spaniels and retrievers, but this book is also useful for those who have pointers or
setters and want to train them for gun dog work.

Gundog Training for the Duck and Goose Hunter (Standard Edition)
This is the first gun dog book devoted exclusively to the flushing breeds and also covers training
retrievers for upland game work. Roebuck gives step-by-step instructions on how your own dog can help
improve the hunt.

Gundog Training
Now in paperback Effective training techniques for bird dogs, retrievers, and flushers Photos illustrate
techniques and equipment Veteran trainer and hunter Bill Tarrant goes beyond simple gun dog training and
teaches handlers how to correct flaws in a dog's behavior in the field. He first explains how to "read"
a dog--how to identify faults such as hard mouth and gun shyness--and then prescribes solutions for
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problems specific to each of the three major classifications of gun dogs--bird dogs, retrievers, and
flushers.

Best Way to Train Your Gun Dog
Complete Guide to Bird Dog Training
There has long been a disconnect between the retriever training methods in the United Kingdom and in
North America. British Retriever Trials are primarily a test of the dog's skill as a game finder, while
American Field Trials are a test of the handling techniques of the owner. The Brits teach their dogs to
find every bird, while American handlers are training for an event in which tracking cripples plays no
part. The British manner, for many American and Canadian hunters, makes more sense to them on a day-today basis because its aim is to produce a finished gun dog who is steady, quiet, and reliable in the
field.
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